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Mode is equal as the Up button of the emitter
PROG is equal as the Setting button of the emitter

Solar 
panels

Light

Power regulator
(Be used to adjust
 the light class)

working current：less than 12MA
The light level of strength：15klux~90klux
Power：solar panel,Ffarad

Charged by solar energy 
Control the motor to move according to the sunlight intensity. 
You can set sunlight sensitivity. When the motors stop working
it will enter into saving power mode automatically

Charging instruction 

charge :charge with solar power,it takes 30 minutes to be full charged,the time will differ with
different luminous intensity,can stand by for 8-10 hours,must be full charged before setting

DC539 solar powered emitter,solar-powered,control the curtain move to the 
right position according to the set illumination intensity.
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The light will extinguish 
30s later and then enter 
into power saving mode

MODE
PROG

Matchable DC227/DC228
Tubular Motor Set up

Matchable DC136
Tubular Motor Set up

Press any button for 4s until the green light be normally on before 
programming. When power is low then the red light will be normally on.

Press any button for 4s until the green light be normally on before 
programming. When power is low then the red light will be normally on.

Press MODE
button one time 

Press MODE
button one time 

press any key    the indicator lighten up
（Said electric）

Adjust potentiometer to
the right position (the 
higher the sensitive level
is,the weaker the  illum-
ination is)

press the mode button until 
the indicator flash(at least 4s)
Shutter moves uowards,then 
stops

30s later, enter the illu-
mination detecting status

successful set up, once the illumination
is above settings for 3-5min,the Shutter
move downwards(when the curtain co-
vers sensor,the detected illumination do-
esn't reach the settings, Shutter moves 
upwards and stops above the sensor eventually)

Motor moves downwards
under strong illumination
the current illumination is
recorded

The lamp

Illumination sensitive set up and Sensor function description

the indicator flashesthe indicator lighten up the indicator lighten up

when turns dark,illumination becomes
weaker, 18-25min later,Shutter moves 
upwards, curtain is openned, the se-
nsor will detect the illumination


